
WARM & 
INVITING

Ideal Design Elements; [iDe] is a  

Home staging-Interior Design 

business; servicing the greater 

Chicagoland communities.          

Karen, is a Certified Home stager      

an Interior Designer as well.         

With the combination of both 

backgrounds; Karen believes iDe    

can provide her clients with the   

most comprehensive and innovative 

“package” possible. Karen can walk 

into a room and instantly visualize 

how a room/home should look-feel 

and what’s necessary to make it an 

iDeal environment for “buyers”.     

iDe has many multiple sources for 

Rental Furnishings, and can also 

provide permanent pieces if desired.

I D E :   
I D E A L  D E S I G N  E L E M E N T S  
karenberlin.ide@gmail.com 

(630) 431-2811 

www.idealdesignelements.com

Having your home “professionally” 
staged is a very important part of 
selling a home. A home should be 

staged to appeal to as many       
‘markets of buyers’ as possible.  In 

order to accomplish this; its necessary 
to incorporate and create an aesthetic 

environment that provides a free-
flowing floor plan with an appropriate 
layout of space(s) throughout a home.

iDe creates these environments by 
creating a ‘neutral’ design theme. 

Adding appropriate accessories and    
in-trend furnishings help address and 
enhance the homes’ overall appeal.

N E U T R A L S

iDe transforms a Seller’s home 
into an iDeal Buyer’s home.       

iDe incorporates key design     
elements into each and every project. 

iDe’s end goal is for potential buyers to 
walk into a home and be instantly 

“wowed”  

I D E  H O M E  S TAG I N G

http://www.idealdesignelements.com
http://www.idealdesignelements.com


Professionally staging a home prior to listing 
will help put your home in front and above  
all other homes in your area not staged; and 
RESA (Real Estate Staging Association) 
statistics show that a home will sell at least 
78% faster than those homes not staged;  
with most selling at or near the asking price. 
Home staging is a small investment to pay 
upfront but is also a great insurance that your 
home will sell quickly and not sit on the 
market for months & months at a time,  
going unsold. Mortgage payments, Property 
taxes, and Maintenance costs (inside & out) 
can all add up quickly and become 
overwhelming and a huge burden for sellers. 
iDe stages a home to attract “multiple 
markets of  buyers” - using the most cost-
effective approach. We want your home to 
sell quickly so everyone can get on with their 
lives!

I D E A L  D E S I G N  E L E M E N T S 

HOME STAGING: REQUEST (RATES WILL VARY) 

iDe definition of Home staging is: the act of preparing  
and ‘marketing a home to sell’. Both are essential in 
selling a home. iDe specializes in staging “vacant” homes-
properties because: buyers feel apprehensive when 
walking into empty homes; and vacant homes provide a 
blank canvas to create an iDeal layout, adding furnishings 
that will compliment and fit a particular home’s interior

INTERIOR DESIGN: $150 @HR  

As important as it is to neutralize a home when selling; it’s 
also important to consider a neutral theme if redoing or 
redesigning a home. This truly makes a home ‘time-less’. 
Adding pops of color, patterns and and textures in 
access/decor will ‘personalize’ it. It will be much less 
costly down the road to replace or switch out. *Design 
can be incorporated into iDe’s home staging projects too

CONSULTATION: $250/2 HRS-$100/ADD HR   

Whether requesting iDe Home staging or Interior Design 
services; a Consultation is necessary before any work can 
be started. iDe will schedule a tour at clients home to view 
& understand scope of work needed/required. A written 
description will be given at end of Consultation, and fee 
due at this time as well. A typed proposal will be provided 
a few days later. (*If hired, fees may be deducted @ end)

Brighten & enhance kitchen, 
add fresh greenery/flowers

Grays are neutral, and can 
create a very aesthetic space

Clean lines are essential in 
staging a room/home Linen textiles soften a room

Enhance Master Bdrm with 
in-trend quality furnishings  

Patios are equally important 
to stage/furnish 

  design               create              innovate

H O M E  S TAG I N G ~ I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N

    Home staging is…                 

‘marketing a home to sell’


